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Abstract

Underwater scenes captured by cameras are plagued with poor contrast and a

spectral distortion, which are the result of the scattering and absorptive prop-

erties of water. In this paper we present a novel dehazing method that improves

visibility in images and videos by detecting and segmenting image regions that

contain only water. The colour of these regions, which we refer to as pure

haze regions, is similar to the haze that is removed during the dehazing pro-

cess. Moreover, we propose a semantic white balancing approach for illuminant

estimation that uses the dominant colour of the water to address the spectral

distortion present in underwater scenes. To validate the results of our method

and compare them to those obtained with state-of-the-art approaches, we per-

form extensive subjective evaluation tests using images captured in a variety of

water types and underwater videos captured onboard an underwater vehicle.

Keywords: Dehazing, image processing, segmentation, underwater, white

balancing, video processing

1. Introduction

Improving the visibility in underwater images and videos is desirable for

underwater robotics, photography/videography and species identification [1, 2,

3]. While underwater conditions are considered by several authors as similar to

dense fog on land, unlike fog, underwater illumination is spectrally deprived as5

water attenuates different wavelengths of light to different degrees [4].
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Figure 1: Light is absorbed and scattered as it travels on its path from source, via objects in

a scene, to an imaging system onboard an Autonomous Underwater Vehicle.

A key challenge is the spectral distortion in underwater scenes, which de-

hazing methods are unable to compensate for, especially for scenes captured at

depth or in turbid waters (Fig. 1). At depth the distortion is caused by the

process of absorption where longer wavelengths (red) are highly attenuated and10

shorter wavelengths (green and blue) are more readily transmitted [5]. In tur-

bid coastal waters constituents in the water reduce visibility and more readily

increase the transmission of green hues [5].

Important parameters to be estimated for underwater dehazing are the veil-

ing light (i.e. the light that is scattered from underwater particles into the line15

of sight of a camera) and the transmission (i.e. a transfer function that describes

the light that is not scattered by the haze and reaches the camera) [6].

Most research has explored dehazing methods for underwater still images [7,

8, 9, 10]. Only few methods have been presented for dehazing underwater videos

[2, 11, 12]. Applying post-processing to video footage in comparison to images20

brings new challenges as large variations in estimates between neighbouring

frames lead to temporal artefacts. Another challenge for underwater dehazing

is to avoid the introduction of noise and false colours. Ancuti et al. [2] fuse
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contrast-enhanced and grey-world based white-balanced versions of input frames

to enhance the appearance of underwater images and videos. This method25

performs well for most green turbid scenes but the output is often oversaturated

and containing false colours, especially in dark regions. Drews-Jr et al. [11]

use optical flow and structure-from-motion techniques to estimate depth maps,

attenuation coefficients and restore video sequences. This method requires the

camera to be calibrated in the water which hinders its application to underwater30

footage captured by other sources [11]. Li et al. [12] apply stereo matching to

single hazy video sequences and use the generated depth map to aid the dehazing

process. Assumptions are made that videos contain translational motions for

modelling the stereo and are free of multiple independent moving objects, as

only a single rigid motion is considered in the model of 3D structures.35

In this work, we propose a method to dehaze underwater images and videos.

We address the spectral distortion problem by automatically selecting the most

appropriate white balancing method based on the dominant colour of the water.

Moreover, to avoid bias towards bright pixels in a scene, we propose to use vary-

ing patch sizes for veiling light estimation. We use entropy-based segmention to40

localise pure haze regions, the presence of which informs the features to select

for the veiling light estimate. Finally, to ensure that the pure haze segmenta-

tion is stable between video frames, we introduce a Gaussian normalisation step

and allocate an image-specific transmission value to pure haze regions to avoid

generating artefacts. Then, to ensure coherence across frames, we temporally45

smooth estimated parameters.

In summary, the main contributions of this work include (i) a semantic white

balancing approach for illuminant estimation that uses the dominant colour of

the water; (ii) a pure haze detection and segmentation algorithm; (iii) a Gaussian

normalisation to ensure temporally stable pure haze segmentation; and (iv) the50

use of different features generated with varying patch sizes to estimate the veiling

light. The main components of the proposed approach are shown in Fig. 2.

The paper is organised as follows. In Section 2 we provide an overview

of the state of the art in underwater image dehazing, and white balancing.
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Figure 2: Block diagram of the proposed approach. Temporal smoothing of the parameters

takes place in each buffer. KEY – Ik: input frame at time k. T bk : Boolean value indicating

whether pure haze regions exist; T vk : threshold value indicating amount of pure haze in frame;

IWk : water-type dependent (WTD) white balancing output frame; Vk: veiling light estimate;

tk: transmission map; Jk: dehazed frame.

We introduce methods to white balance underwater scenes (Section 3), select55

features for the veiling light estimate (Section 4) and segment pure haze regions

during the generation of the transmission map (Section 5). In Section 6 we

evaluate our approach in comparison to the state of the art in underwater image

and video dehazing. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section 7.

2. State of the art60

In this section we discuss the state of the art in image dehazing, the locali-

sation of pure haze regions and finally underwater white balancing methods.

The majority of dehazing approaches make use of the Dark Channel Prior

(DCP) [6] or adaptations of it [8, 7, 9]. The DCP makes the assumption that

information in the darkest channel of a hazy image can be attributed to the65

haze [6]. Terrestrial dehazing methods detected sky regions in still images with

features such as the saturation/brightness ratio, intensity variance and magni-

tude of edges [13], gradient information and an energy function optimisation

[14], and semantic segmentation [15]. A method for image and video dehazing

suppressed the generation of visual artefacts in sky regions by minimising the70

residual of the gradients between the input image and the dehazed output [16].

An underwater-specific method locates pure haze regions by applying a binary

adaptive threshold to the green-blue dark channel [17], which fails if the dark
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Table 1: Underwater dehazing methods.

Method Dehazing White balancing Applicable to video?

Chao’10 [18] Dark Channel Prior [6] – –

Chiang’12 [19] Dark Channel Prior [6] Fixed attenuation coefficient K (λ) –

Ancuti’12 [2] Fusion Adapted grey-world X

Drews-Jr’13 [7] Underwater Dark Channel Prior – –

Wen’13 [8] Adapted Dark Channel Prior – –

Li’15 [12] Stereo & Dark Channel Prior – X

Proposed Adapted Dark Channel Prior Semantic X

channel incorrectly estimates pixels from bright objects as pure haze. An un-

derwater dehazing approach used colour-based segmentation [10], which can be75

unreliable in cases where, due to the effects of the medium, the colour of objects

underwater appear similar to the colour of the pure haze regions.

A number of underwater-specific methods [18, 19] estimate the transmission

map with the original DCP method [6]. Water attenuates long wavelength

(red) light more than short wavelength (blue) light, so the DCP method has the80

disadvantage that the darkest channel is usually the red channel: when at depth

there is no red light and therefore no variation in information in the darkest

channel, the transmission estimate will be corrupted [7]. The Underwater Dark

Channel Prior [7] solves this limitation by applying DCP only to the green and

blue channels.85

White-balancing methods include grey-world and white-patch: the grey-

world algorithm [20] assumes that the average reflectance in a scene is grey [21].

White-patch [22] makes the assumption that the maximum response in all the

channels of a camera is caused by a perfect reflectance (i.e. a white patch) [21].

Underwater white balancing methods have assumed that the attenuation coeffi-90

cient of the water is known [19], which is unlikely in the real world, and have

estimated the illuminant using the grey-world assumption and an adaptive pa-

rameter that changes depending on the distribution of the colour histogram [2].

Underwater dehazing methods are summarised in Table 1. The main novel-

ties of our proposed approach include stable segmentation of pure haze regions95

between frames to avoid the production of artefacts in these areas during de-
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Figure 3: Sample images from the PKU-EAQA dataset [23] captured in (a) blue, (b) turquoise

and (c) green waters.

hazing, using the presence (or absence) of pure haze to inform the features for

the estimation of the veiling light and a semantic approach for white balancing

where the method applied is dependent on the water type.

3. Water-type dependent white balancing100

We propose a general framework to estimate the dominant colour for the se-

lection of the most appropriate white-balancing method. The proposed method

is inspired by semantic methods, which classify images into categories before

choosing the most applicable illumination estimation method for each cate-

gory [21]. We group images into three main classes, namely images captured in105

blue, turquoise or green-dominated waters (Fig. 3).

Blue-dominated waters are representative of open ocean waters. When white

balancing methods (i.e. grey-world, white-patch, max-RGB, grey-edge [24]) are

used with images captured in these water types they often introduce undesirable

spectral distortions with the colour of the water becoming purple-grey and the110

colour of objects becoming yellow-grey. There is the potential for white bal-

ancing methods to be able to deal with the spectral distortion present in blue

waters. However, in this work we avoid white balancing this water type so to

inhibit the introduction of spectral distortions.

Turquoise waters contain relatively similar levels of green and blue light115

than in other spectral domains. For these waters we employ the white-patch
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method as the images are likely to fulfil its assumption. Let IWP (x) be a

colour-corrected image with the white-patch method and x a pixel location in

the image. We employ a white-patch method implemented in CIE L*a*b* space

as the lightness channel L∗ is intended to approximate the perceptual abilities120

of the human visual system [25]. We sort the pixel values in order of lightness by

transforming the RGB image to CIE L*a*b* space. We denote the estimated

illuminant as EWP = µLab, where µLab is the mean of the pixels in L*a*b*

space with respect to the top one percent of pixels in the lightness channel L∗

[26].125

Green-dominated waters are likely to be found in turbid coastal regions where

the waters contain run off from the land and increased levels of phytoplankton

and chlorophyll [5]. In these water types light does not travel far and visibility

is reduced significantly. The green colour cast is caused by the constituents

in the water. These images often still contain useful information in the red130

channel and it is therefore likely that the grey-world assumption is valid for

these cases. Let IGW (x) represent a colour-corrected image with the grey-world

method. The grey-world implementation makes use of an illuminant estimation

method that is a function of the Minkowski norm [27]. For both illuminant

estimation methods, values are converted to CIE XYZ space which describes a135

colour stimulus in terms of the human visual system [25]. Diagonal transforms

are better able to discount the illumination if first transformed to a suitable

RGB space [28], therefore we apply a chromatic adaptation transform to white

balance the image.

In order to categorise green, turquoise and blue waters, we calculate µG and

µB , the mean value of the green and blue colour channels. Then we consider

their difference µd = µG−µB . To avoid oversaturated pixels biasing the estima-

tion of the illuminant we apply a median filter to I(x) before white balancing
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[21]. We define a white-balanced image as

IW (x) =


Ĩ(x) if µd ≤ −0.05,

ĨWP (x) if − 0.05 < µd ≤ 0.09,

ĨGW (x) if µd > 0.09,

(1)

where our target illuminant is a perfect white light (R=G=B= 1√
3
) [21]. Nega-140

tive values in Eq. 1 define blue dominance, values closer to zero indicate no dom-

inance (i.e. turquoise waters) and positive values define green dominance. The

values of -0.14, -0.01 and 0.13 were calculated for the blue, turquoise and green

images in Fig. 3, respectively. We select the thresholds from subjective observa-

tions of the performance of the white balancing methods on a training dataset145

of 44 underwater images. The dataset contained 18 blue (min=-0.259, max=-

0.052, mean=-0.129), 9 turquoise (min=-0.048, max=0.015, mean=-0.027) and

17 green images (min=0.110, max=0.601, mean=0.320). Note that we disregard

the information in the red channel as it often produces low signals at depth.

4. Veiling light feature selection150

The key observation underlying the Dark Channel Prior is that in local

patches of an image the minimum intensity can be attributed to haze [6]. There-

fore dark channel-based veiling light estimation is biased towards pixels from

bright objects in the scene that are larger than the size of the local patch Ω used

to generate the dark channel. Large patches help to avoid inaccurate estimates155

caused by bright pixels which invalidate the prior, while small patches help to

maintain image details during the generation of the transmission map [29]. To

ensure both global and local information is taken into account we employ a

hierarchical veiling light estimation method [10], which fuses a range of layers

with different-sized patches. We apply a sliding window approach with varying160

patch sizes for each layer l = 1, 2, ..., L to generate the veiling light features. If

w is the width of the image, we define the size of a local patch at each layer as

Ωl = w
2l

.
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We aim to estimate the veiling light from the part in the scene with the dens-

est haze, which is usually found in the most distant location. We use different165

features depending on the presence of pure haze. We use texture information to

avoid bias towards bright objects only in images with pure haze, as it would bias

estimates towards textureless regions, such as dark shadows, in images without

pure haze.

Compared to areas with objects, pure haze regions have low texture and

therefore lower entropy values. Let G(x) be the grey-scale version of I(x). To

detect whether an image contains pure haze and then select the features to use

in the veiling light estimation accordingly, we compute the entropy image as

η(x) = 1−
∑

y∈Ω(x)

p(G(y)) log2 p(G(y)), (2)

where p(G(·)) is the probability of the intensities of G in a local patch Ω(x)170

centred at pixel x.

To normalise the values of η(x) we propose a method which ensures the mean

value of the normalised entropy image η
′
(x) remains stable between consecutive

frames. We only use the data within the interval [µ− 3σ, µ+ 3σ] and normalise

them as

η
′
(x) =


0 if η(x) < µ− 3σ

1 if η(x) > µ+ 3σ

η(x)−(µ−3σ)
6σ

otherwise.

(3)

Finally, we apply a 2D Gaussian filter (9 × 9 pixels) to remove local minima

and improve spatial coherence, and a 3D Gaussian filter (9 × 9 pixels and 21

frames) to improve spatial and temporal coherence. The standard deviation of

the Gaussian in both filters is set to 1.175

We expect the distribution of the histogram of η
′
(x) to be unimodal for

scenes without pure haze regions (Fig. 4 (c)) and bimodal for scenes that contain

pure haze. In the latter case, the peak containing darker pixels is the pure haze

and the peak containing lighter pixels corresponds to foreground objects (Fig. 4

(g)). To determine the difference between the empirical distribution and the180

unimodal distribution we employ Hartigan’s dip statistic [30]. The output of
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Figure 4: Pure haze region checker. (a),(e) Sample images and (b),(f) corresponding entropy

images. (c),(g) Histograms of the entropy images: a unimodal distribution (top) indicates the

absence of pure haze regions; whereas a bimodal distribution (bottom) indicates the presence

of pure haze regions. (d) Visualisation of f(x) for veiling light estimation in an image with

no pure haze regions. (h) Visualisation of fp(x) for veiling light estimation in an image with

pure haze. Input images taken from the PKU-EAQA dataset [23].

this method is a Boolean threshold value T b which determines whether an image

contains pure haze regions (1) or not (0).

For images without pure haze regions we use the green-blue dark channel

θd
GB

(x) [7], an adaptation of the Dark Channel Prior [6], which allows us to185

produce a range map describing the distance of objects in a scene. We generate

this feature with varying patch sizes at each layer and then average all the layers

together to create our feature image f(x) from which we estimate the veiling

light (Fig. 4 (d)).

For images with pure haze regions we find the most distant part of the scene190

to estimate the veiling light using θd
GB

(x) together with the entropy image η(x)

(Eq. 2). This allows us to avoid bias towards bright pixels. We use 1−θdGB (x) so

that low values indicate pure haze regions for both features. To ensure features

are weighted equally we normalise both the features with Eq. 3 before combining

them to produce fp(x) (Fig. 4 (h)).195
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Finally, we use our feature images, which describe locations likely to contain

dense haze, to estimate the veiling light. Let v = argmin
x

(f(x)) and Q be the

set of pixel positions whose values are v. If Q contains only one element we

represent the veiling light V as the RGB value of the white-balanced image

IW (x) in that position. When Q contains multiple pixels we take their mean200

value in the corresponding positions of IW (x). Likewise for v = argmin
x

(fp(x))

for images with pure haze regions.

5. Transmission-based pure haze segmentation

A hazy image can be modelled as

I(x) = J(x)t(x) + (1− t(x))V, (4)

where I(x) is the observed intensity at x, J(x) is the haze free scene radiance,

t(x) is the transmission and V the veiling light [6]. J(x)t(x) describes how scene205

radiance deteriorates through a medium and (1− t(x))V models the scattering

of global atmospheric light in a hazy environment. Transmission is expressed

as t(x) = e−br(x), where b is the scattering coefficient and r(·) is the estimated

distance between objects and the camera [6].

We aim to find the transmission t(x) where the dehazed image J(x) does not210

suffer from oversaturation due to bright pixels and noise/artefacts in the pure

haze regions. We first generate an initial transmission map with the green-blue

dark channel θd
GB

(x) [7] (Fig. 5 (a)). Low t(x) values lead to bright pixels in

an image becoming oversaturated in the final dehazed image. Therefore, we flag

locations where truncation outside of the range [0,1] occurs in either the green215

or blue colour channels1 of J(x) [10]. To aid fusion with the initial transmission

map we employ a sliding window approach on local patches and for these flagged

areas we select the lowest values for t(x) that avoid truncation in J(x).

We treat images with pure haze as a special case in the generation of the

transmission map as we only slightly dehaze pure haze regions in order not to

1Note that we ignore the red channel as it often contains very low values.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 5: Examples of transmission maps generated from the first frame from sequence S4

(Fig. 8 (a)). (a) Map estimated with green-blue dark channel [7]. (b) Map with adapted

transmission values. (c) Map refined with Laplacian image matting filter [31]. (d) Output

frame.

produce artefacts. Pure haze regions can be found through locating the peak of

dark pixels in the bimodal distribution of η
′
(x) (Fig. 4 (g)). To automatically

find the valley between the two peaks and to ensure only two local maxima

remain we iteratively smooth the distribution by thresholding [32]. We define

T v ∈ [0, 1] as the location between these two maxima. For example, for the

distribution shown in Fig. 4 (g), T v = 0.42. To ensure small variations within

a desirable and limited range ∼[0.6,0.7] we allocate pure haze regions a frame-

specific transmission value which we define as µη = µ
(
η
′
(x) > T v

)
, and the

pure haze-adapted transmission map as

tp(x) =

µ
η if η

′
(x) ≤ T v

t(x) if η
′
(x) > T v.

(5)

An adapted transmission map can be seen in Fig. 5 (b) where all the pixels

in the pure haze region were assigned a transmission value of 0.66. As the220
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transmission map requires refinement, we use a Laplacian soft image matting

filter [31], which is more suitable to preserve details [29] (Fig. 5 (c)). We use

the estimates for the veiling light and transmission map in Eq. 4 to generate

the dehazed image (Fig. 5 (d)).

Next, we employ a two-pass moving average filter to smooth T v and use

weights to increase smoothing at neighbouring frames and decrease smoothing

for distant frames. We define the smoothed values for the kth frame of T v,

T vτ (k), as

T vτ (k) =
1

(2W + 1)2

2W∑
i=−2W

[(2W + 1)− |i|]T v(k + i), (6)

where W is the number of neighbouring frames either side of T vτ (k) and 2W + 1225

is the window size. The value W = 10 ensures a good temporal coherence

for a frame rate of 25 fps, based on tests on training videos. To maintain

temporal coherence for the Boolean threshold value T b we apply a 21-frame

moving average and take the mode of the samples to maintain a binary value.

In addition to T v we smooth each channel of EXY Z and V with Eq. 6230

as variations in these parameters between neighbouring frames (Fig. 6) cause

temporal artefacts in the output such as changes in colour and exposure (Fig. 7).

6. Experiments

6.1. Video dehazing analysis

To validate the proposed approach, we compare the proposed method against235

a fusion method [2] and a method which uses stereo reconstruction to simulta-

neously dehaze and estimate scene depth [12].

We run the comparison on six diverse and challenging sequences (S1, · · · , S6)

of a dataset provided by the Australian Centre for Field Robotics’ marine sys-

tems group [33]. To reduce processing time and increase the amount of varied240

footage to be processed by the methods we temporally subsampled all sequences

by a factor 4, except for S2 (subsampled by 8) and S6 (subsampled by 16). This

resulted in videos between 110 and 157 frames. The frames were spatially re-

sized to 768 × 432 pixels and for this spatial resolution the following parameter
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Figure 6: Sample unsmoothed and smoothed estimated parameters. Large variations between

neighbouring frames cause temporal artefacts (flicker). This is particularly apparent for the

green V G and blue V B channels of the veiling light estimates at frames 45, 85 and 95. V R:

red channel of veiling light estimate. T v : threshold value indicating amount of pure haze. τ :

estimate smoothed with Eq. 6.

settings were selected. Before estimating the illuminant the input frame I(x) is245

spatially smoothed with a median filter with a patch size of 5 × 5 pixels. A 9 ×

9 patch size is used to generate η(x) which is used to locate pure haze regions

and θd
GB

(x) which is used as an initial estimate for the transmission map. We

use six layers in the veiling light estimation step.

To quantify performance we use UCIQE, Underwater Color Image Quality

Evaluation [34], as well as a subjective evaluation. UCIQE is an underwater-

specific no-reference metric that takes into account the standard deviation of

chroma σχ, the contrast of lightness ψL∗ and the mean of saturation µs. The

metric is defined as

UCIQE = ω1 σ
χ + ω2 ψ

L∗ + ω3 µ
s, (7)

where ωi are the weighted coefficients. Chroma χ =
√
a2 + b2, where a and b are250

the red/green and yellow/blue channels of the CIE L*a*b* colour space, respec-

tively. Saturation = χ
L∗ and ψL∗ is defined as the difference between the bottom

1% and the top 1% of pixels in the lightness channel L∗ of the CIE L*a*b* colour

14



(a) (b) (c)

Figure 7: Variation in estimates between neighbouring frames introduces temporal artefacts.

Intensity values of the green (row 1) and blue (row 2) colour channels of dehazed frames (a)

44, (b) 45 and (c) 46 of sample sequence with no temporal smoothing (Fig. 6). The veiling

light estimate in frame 45 is a different colour and intensity to frames 44 and 46, which leads

to a change in colour and exposure in the dehazed frame and is particularly evident in the

green and blue channels. Original videos provided by [33].

space. We carried out a subjective evaluation as a single-stimulus subjective test

with 12 participants and multiple linear regression to determine the weighted255

coefficients (ω1=0.3921, ω2=0.2853 and ω3=0.3226) for the individual parts of

the measure on the PKU-EAQA dataset of 100 unprocessed underwater images

[23, 34].

The subjective evaluation of the processed videos consists of a paired-stimulus

approach where participants were shown two processed sequences of different260

methods and asked to decide which they preferred (if any). The experiment

was set up as a webpage which meant that it was easier to access a wide range

of participants than a traditional laboratory study. It also meant that certain

recommendations for subjective evaluation experiments were not followed such

as that pertaining to the equipment used for viewing the images (e.g. screen265

resolution and contrast levels), the environment (e.g. temperature and lighting

levels) and the distance to the screen [35]. 36 non-expert participants were

shown all of the methods compared with each other for the six video sequences.

Visual inspection of the processed videos reveals that for the method of An-
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Figure 8: Video results. (a) Input: first frame of sequences S1-S6. Output images with (b)

[2], (c) [12] and (d) Proposed. Original videos provided by [33].

cuti et al. [2] (Fig. 8 (b)) the contrast is over-enhanced giving an oversaturated270

and unnatural appearance and there are also often red artefacts created in dark

regions. The method of Li et al. [12] only slightly dehazes the sequences (Fig. 8

(c)), which is evident from the transmission maps (Fig. 9 (b)) that either lack de-

tail or are wrong. The proposed method performs well for most of the sequences

(in particular S4 and S5) except when they contain large bright objects, such as275

seabed regions (Fig. 8 (d)). Our method successfully inhibited the production

of noise and artefacts in the pure haze regions, unlike the other methods.

It is possible to notice that the main limitation of the proposed method is
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 9: Transmission map results. (a) Input: first frame of sequences S1-S6. Transmission

maps with (b) [12] and (c) Proposed. Original videos provided by [33].
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Table 2: Evaluation results for underwater video methods. UCIQE [34] includes standard

deviation of chroma σχ, contrast of lightness ψL∗ and mean of saturation µs. Subjective

evaluation (SE%) calculated as percentage preference.
Ancuti’12 [2] Li’15 [12] Proposed

σχ ψL∗ µs UCIQE SE% σχ ψL∗ µs UCIQE SE% σχ ψL∗ µs UCIQE SE%

S1 0.44 0.91 0.81 0.69 31.02 0.36 0.71 0.83 0.61 22.22 0.44 0.72 0.87 0.66 46.76

S2 0.44 0.89 0.76 0.67 37.50 0.33 0.61 0.82 0.57 27.31 0.42 0.61 0.85 0.61 35.19

S3 0.49 0.88 0.77 0.69 44.44 0.34 0.65 0.85 0.59 23.15 0.40 0.86 0.85 0.68 32.41

S4 0.23 0.98 0.81 0.63 31.02 0.22 0.57 0.77 0.50 11.57 0.29 0.76 0.86 0.61 57.41

S5 0.23 0.96 0.74 0.60 39.35 0.18 0.48 0.78 0.46 13.43 0.26 0.64 0.84 0.55 47.22

S6 0.19 0.94 0.73 0.58 36.57 0.11 0.35 0.76 0.39 20.37 0.25 0.71 0.75 0.54 43.06

Average 0.34 0.93 0.77 0.65 36.65 0.27 0.58 0.81 0.53 19.68 0.35 0.71 0.85 0.61 43.67

with scenes that contain bright objects larger than the patch size, when the

transmission map generated with the Dark Channel Prior fails as these nearby280

objects are incorrectly estimated as being far away. For this reason these objects

are given low transmission values and are therefore overly dehazed. Even though

our method inhibits the truncation of pixel colour, distortions are created in

these areas, e.g. the bright seafloor in S3 (Fig. 8 (d)). Features such as a depth

map created from stereo reconstruction [12] or geometric constraints [36] could285

be used to improve the transmission map in these situations. Also, no white

balancing is applied to these sequences, as they are categorised as blue water

type, which may have helped to improve the colour distortion.

Table 2 shows quantitative and subjective evaluation results for the video

methods. The proposed approach performs the best overall on the subjective290

evaluation. However, it is subjectively rated worse than the method of Ancuti

et al. [2] on S2 and S3, because the estimated transmission map introduced

spectral distortion in areas containing large bright objects, such as the seafloor.

The proposed method achieves the best scores for µs and second best on

ψL∗. For σχ the proposed method achieves the best results on S4, S5 and295

S6. Li et al. [12] achieve the worst results on most of the metrics for most

of the sequences. The method of Ancuti et al. [2] achieves the best overall

UQICE score as it attains the best results by far for the contrast of lightness

ψL∗ on all the sequences. This performance is obtained because of the use

of contrast-enhancing filters that ensure a large range between light and dark300
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Table 3: Quantitative results for the method of Ancuti et al. [2] (Fig. 10 (b)) and the proposed

method (Fig. 10 (c)) for images 1, 2, 40 and 47 of the PKU-EAQA dataset [23]. Individual

parts of UCIQE [34] include standard deviation of chroma σχ, contrast of lightness ψL∗ and

mean of saturation µs.

Ancuti’12 [2] Proposed

σχ ψL∗ µs UCIQE σχ ψL∗ µs UCIQE

Image 1 0.34 0.80 0.78 0.61 0.32 0.65 0.84 0.58

Image 2 0.31 0.67 0.86 0.59 0.13 0.58 0.83 0.48

Image 40 0.32 0.67 0.83 0.58 0.27 0.85 0.89 0.63

Image 47 0.47 0.58 0.73 0.59 0.30 0.50 0.85 0.53

pixels. However, the resulting images become overexposed (e.g. see the grey-

white output images in S4, S5 and S6 in Fig. 8 (b)), thus leading to poor results

for the mean of saturation µs and the standard deviation of chroma σχ for

Ancuti et al. [2].

Interestingly, the results of σχ most closely correspond with the subjective305

evaluation results. However, artefacts and false colours produced by dehazing

methods can be counted as positive by the metric. As an example, Table 3

compares UCIQE results for the proposed method (Fig. 10 (c)) and that of

Ancuti et al. [2] (Fig. 10 (b)) for four images from the PKU-EAQA dataset [23]:

the red artefacts produced by the method of Ancuti et al. [2] are counted as310

positive by the σχ metric and high values of ψL∗ lead to a high overall UCIQE

score. This analysis demonstrates the importance of conducting a subjective

evaluation when assessing the quality of dehazed images and videos.

6.2. Image dehazing analysis

We complement the video evaluation with a large-scale subjective evaluation315

experiment as well as a comparison with related methods. Our subjective eval-

uation experiment was completed by a total of 260 participants (both experts

and non-experts) on a diverse dataset of underwater images from the PKU-

EAQA dataset [23]. Images are captured in a range of water types (62 blue, 22

turquoise and 16 green), depths and contain a variety of objects (humans, fish,320

corals and shipwrecks). In this subjective evaluation we compare our proposed

method to the results of four enhancement methods provided with the dataset,
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 10: Image results provided with the PKU-EAQA dataset [23] where artefacts and false

colours can bias quantitative metrics. (a) Input images (1, 2, 40 & 47). Enhanced images

with: (b) [2] and (c) Proposed.
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Figure 11: Subjective evaluation results for underwater images. The percentage preference for

the proposed method in comparison to other enhancement approaches (Histogram adjustment

[23], Chao’10 [18], Ancuti’12 [2] & Wen’13 [8]) for the 100 images in the PKU-EAQA dataset

[23]. The χ2 test results (with a level of significance of 0.05) are 6.33, 13.76, 28.86, and

48.02, respectively. For values > 3.841 the null hypothesis can be rejected. Preference for the

proposed method is higher than expected by chance in comparison to all the other methods.

three underwater-specific methods [18, 2, 8] and a histogram adjustment method

[23].

We use the same parameter settings and follow the same paired preference325

experiment detailed in the previous section. As each participant compared

random image pairs this resulted in some pairs being evaluated more than others.

Each image pair comparing each method was evaluated on average around 26

times (at least 15 times and no more than 36 times). To compare two methods

we count the number of times each method is preferred for each image pair330

with the most popular being awarded a point. No points were awarded when

no preference was given for either method.

To detect outliers we followed the β2 test [35] and none of the participants

were rejected. To test the validity our alternative hypothesis (Ha), ‘the number

of images for which one method performs better than another is higher than

expected by chance’, we used a Chi-squared test

χ2 =
N∑
n=1

M∑
m=1

(Ofn,m − Efn,m)2

Efn,m
, (8)

where Ofn,m is the observed frequency at row n and column m; and Efn,m is

the expected frequency for row n and column m. Ofn,m is the total amount of

image pairs preferred for each method and Efn,m is 50 for each method, i.e. those335

expected by chance. Larger values of χ2 indicate a stronger evidence for Ha.
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Figure 12: Subjective evaluation results for underwater images arranged into (a) green, (b)

turquoise and (c) blue water types. The percentage preference for the proposed method

in comparison to other enhancement approaches (Histogram adjustment [23], Chao’10 [18],

Ancuti’12 [2] & Wen’13 [8]) for the images in the PKU-EAQA dataset [23].

We set the level of significance to 0.05. If χ2 > 3.841 the null hypothesis (H0),

‘the number of images for which one method performs better than another is

not higher than expected by chance’, can be rejected.

The results of our subjective evaluation on enhancement methods for all 100340

underwater images (Fig. 11) show there is a preference for the proposed method

in comparison to the other methods. This is most pronounced in comparison

to the methods of Wen et al. [8] and Ancuti et al. [2] and less so in comparison

to Histogram adjustment and Chao et al. [18]. The preference is statistically

significant for the proposed method in comparison to the other methods.345

Fig. 12 shows that the proposed approach outperforms all the other under-
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water dehazing methods for all the waters types. The histogram adjustment

method, which was not specifically developed for enhancing underwater scenes,

performs the best in green waters. However, this approach performs poorly in

blue waters as red artefacts are introduced. These results suggest that a method350

based on histogram adjustment is promising to address the spectral distortion

problem for images captured in green waters.

To complete our analysis, at the end of the subjective evaluation experi-

ment we asked participants to provide details of the selection criteria used when

choosing preferred images. Participants were encouraged to tick multiple boxes355

to indicate the selection criteria they used and 60% chose ‘I used different cri-

teria for different images’, 47% ‘the least blurry’, 21% ‘the most colourful’, 19%

‘the most similar to images taken outside water’ and 12% ‘the brightest’. As we

gave participants the option of explaining their selection criteria in more detail,

their comments suggest there is a preference for images that are more colourful,360

higher in contrast and where the visibility of objects in the scene increased as

long as the images remained ‘natural’ and no noise, artefacts and false colours

were introduced2.

We also demonstrate the advantages of our proposed approach through a

comparison with two closely-related methods (i.e. the Underwater Dark Channel365

Prior [7] and our previous method for dehazing single underwater images [10]).

The width and height of the images is no larger than 690 pixels. A patch size of

9 × 9 pixels is used for the generation of the dark channel in all of the methods.

Table 4 shows quantitative results of the three methods with the UCIQE

metric [34] previously described in Sec. 6.1 for 10 underwater images previously370

used to evaluate underwater enhancement methods [10]. Although quantitative

measures are not always reliable these results suggest an improved performance

for the proposed method.

Fig. 13 compares the dehazed output and Fig. 14 the transmission results

for the image ‘Galdran9’. The approach of Drews Jr. et al. [7] produces dehazed375

2The results for all of the images and videos can be found in the supplementary material
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Table 4: Quantitative results for related methods. UCIQE [34] includes standard deviation

of chroma σχ, contrast of lightness ψL∗ and mean of saturation µs.

Drews-Jr’13 [7] Emberton’15 [10] Proposed

σχ ψL∗ µs UCIQE σχ ψL∗ µs UCIQE σχ ψL∗ µs UCIQE

Ancuti1 0.23 0.64 0.86 0.55 0.24 0.68 0.84 0.56 0.27 0.81 0.88 0.62

Ancuti2 0.29 0.49 0.88 0.53 0.33 0.40 0.81 0.51 0.35 0.64 0.89 0.61

Ancuti3 0.33 0.64 0.89 0.60 0.38 0.65 0.85 0.61 0.39 0.66 0.88 0.62

Shipwreck 0.24 0.73 0.95 0.61 0.36 0.88 0.87 0.67 0.38 0.99 0.87 0.71

Fish 0.41 0.76 0.91 0.67 0.59 0.85 0.79 0.73 0.60 0.91 0.77 0.74

Galdran1 0.25 0.73 0.91 0.60 0.44 0.90 0.80 0.69 0.38 0.94 0.82 0.68

Galdran9 0.21 0.71 0.95 0.59 0.44 0.85 0.77 0.66 0.37 0.89 0.79 0.65

Reef1 0.32 0.94 0.91 0.69 0.42 0.91 0.84 0.70 0.36 0.97 0.86 0.69

Reef2 0.40 0.84 0.91 0.69 0.61 0.98 0.77 0.77 0.60 0.98 0.76 0.76

Reef3 0.35 0.67 0.92 0.62 0.47 0.95 0.81 0.71 0.43 0.93 0.80 0.69

Average 0.30 0.71 0.91 0.62 0.43 0.80 0.82 0.66 0.41 0.87 0.83 0.68

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 13: Image dehazing result. (a) Input image (Galdran9). Output images with (b) [7],

(c) [10] and (d) Proposed. Image taken from [9].

output with dark green/blue colour distortions and this is due to the veiling light

estimation which is taken from the brightest pixel in the green-blue dark channel

(Fig. 13 (b)). In turquoise and green scenes the advantage of the proposed

method’s white balancing step is demonstrated (Fig. 13 (d)). The transmission

refinement method of the proposed approach maintains more image details than380

the method of Emberton et al. [10] and the pure haze segmentation is less prone

to failure (Fig. 14).

7. Conclusion

We presented a method for underwater image and video dehazing that avoids

the creation of artefacts in pure haze regions by automatically segmenting these385

areas and giving them an image or frame-specific transmission value. The pres-
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 14: Transmission map result. (a) Input image (Galdran9). Output transmission maps

with (b) [7], (c) [10] and (d) Proposed. Image taken from [9].

ence of pure haze is used to determine the features for the estimation of the

veiling light. To deal with spectral distortion we introduced a semantic ap-

proach which selects the most appropriate white balancing method depending

on the dominant colour of the water. Our findings suggest a histogram ad-390

justment method may be advantageous in green-dominated waters. For videos

we introduced a Gaussian normalisation step to ensure pure haze segmentation

is coherent between neighbouring frames and applied temporal smoothing of

estimated parameters to avoid temporal artefacts.

Our approach demonstrated superior performance in comparison to the state395

of the art in underwater image and video dehazing. Out of three metrics (σχ,

ψL∗ and µs [34]) used to quantitatively assess underwater image quality we

found that σχ, the standard deviation of chroma, most closely corresponded with

the subjective evaluation results. However, we also highlighted examples when

the results of this metric do not show agreement with subjective assessment as400

processed images containing false colours are counted as positive by the metric.

The main limitation with our method and, in general, of methods based on

the Dark Channel Prior is the incorrect estimation of the transmission map in

scenes that contain large bright objects. For this reason our future work will

extend our approach to scenes containing large bright objects such as seabed405

regions and explore white balancing methods that are suitable for all water

types.
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